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Profile

Sourced from Dent’s Personal Webpage

I'm a journalist based in Dallas and sometimes in the Kansas City area, where I'm from.

I write about business, tech, urbanism, sports, religion, changing cities and ephemera

from the 90s.

 

I'm currently working on a book about Kansas City and Patrick Mahomes that is slated

to be published in 2023 by Dutton. It tells the history of Kansas City, Mahomes, and the

Chiefs and how the city and Mahomes are trying to usher in a new era as the city

confronts its past and its inferiority complex.

 

My work has been published in The New York Times, Texas Monthly, Vox, GQ, WIRED,

Slate, Fortune, VICE, Runner's World, The Kansas City Star, The Philadelphia Inquirer,

PolitiFact and Deadline Hollywood among other publications.

Spotify

Current Stats

When Spotify first began in 2008, it permanently changed the way people listen to

music.

https://www.markjdent.com/


Spotify lets you discover, organize, and share over 70 mil. songs for free, including over

3.2 mil. podcast titles.  Its premium subscribers have access to features such as better

sound quality, offline download, an ad-free music streaming experience.

Spotify is now the world’s leading audio streaming service, with 381 mils. users,

including 172 mil. premium subscribers spread across 184 regions.

History

Spotify is a multiplatform application of Swedish origin created in the mid-first decade of

2000 by web designer and entrepreneur Daniel Ek. It began its history as an application

for computers in 2008 and a year later presented the mobile and dynamic version for

smartphones. After signing a contract with numerous record labels such as Sony BMG,

Hollywood Records, Warner Music, and Universal Music, among others, Spotify

launched into the conquest of the music world by expanding its business and including

services such as access to specialized magazines and other related applications. With

the musical field.

Consolidated as one of the most important applications in the music industry, Spotify

has managed to connect with its users maintaining the freemium model (free and paid)

and facilitating its use through alliances with important social networks (Facebook,

Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, etc.)

https://history-biography.com/spotify/


Spotify was launched on October 7, 2008, as a streaming music playback application

for computers, available at that time only in some European countries such as Finland,

Sweden, Norway, United Kingdom, Spain, and France. Since then users could access

an extensive music library without downloading anything. At that time the application

had its well-known free account, however, it could only be accessed if invited,

otherwise, a paid subscription would have to be made. By changing times and with the

emergence of smartphones, Spotify understood the need to expand and reinvent itself,

building its mobile application in 2009, in addition to the Premium and Unlimited modes.

Timeline of Spotify

The Economics of Spotify

Source

Spotify just announced it pulled in ~$11B in revenue in 2021. Yet artists — from major

stars to indie musicians — feel they aren’t getting their fair share of the pie.

https://timelines.issarice.com/wiki/Timeline_of_Spotify
https://thehustle.co/the-economics-of-spotify/
https://investors.spotify.com/financials/press-release-details/2022/Spotify-Technology-S.A.-Announces-Financial-Results-for-Fourth-Quarter-2021/default.aspx


Royalty Structure

● The biggest labels, including Warner Music Group, Sony, and Universal Music

Group, received a combined 18% ownership stake in Spotify, netting them

hundreds of millions of dollars.

● Spotify set up a royalty payment structure, sending ~67% of revenues from music

back to music rights holders. In 2020, this share of revenues was ~$5.7B.

That royalty structure is further divided between recording rights (held by labels and

artists) and publishing rights (held by music publishers and songwriters). Exact details

for these agreements vary and are rarely publicly revealed, but Spotify has said major

labels get ~50%-52% of total revenues while publishers get ~15%-20%.

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/14/technology/spotify-music-streaming-service-comes-to-us.html
https://www.vox.com/2018/5/7/17326590/spotify-warner-sony-equity-sales
https://www.google.com/search?q=spotify+youtube+how+the+money+flows&oq=spotify+youtube+how+the+money+flows&aqs=chrome..69i57.12730j0j9&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#kpvalbx=_kGr9YcimPJywytMPh_GWwAg24


With streaming and Spotify soaring in popularity, the record industry has seen revenues

increase every year since 2015, to $12.2B in 2020. The growth was enough for Fortune

to proclaim, in 2019, that “Spotify saved the music industry.”

In the last few years, the number of musicians making money on the platform has

grown. But in 2020 the number of recording artists whose catalogs generated $50k or

more on Spotify was just 13k. That’s out of ~8m “creators” on the platform in 2020.

If these royalties make it back to the artists, they find their payout is usually a fraction of

a penny per stream.

Spotify Payouts

How does this payback system function, and why is it so unsatisfactory for artists?

The dollar amounts of royalties are complex and involve things like:

https://fortune.com/longform/spotify-music-industry-profits-apple-amazon/
https://loudandclear.byspotify.com/#divContainerOverlay
https://loudandclear.byspotify.com/#divContainerOverlay
https://www.digitalmusicnews.com/2021/02/24/spotify-artist-earnings/


● The rights holders’ deal with Spotify

● The location of the users streaming the songs

● The total revenue Spotify brought in that month

● The total number of streams that month

But basically, as royalty collections executive Jeff Price explains, the total sum that goes

back to rights holders each month is based on the proportion of overall streams the

rights holders’ streams represent that month and the cut of music revenues the rights

holders have negotiated with Spotify.

A rough payout structure would look something like this:

https://vi.be/files/research/the-definitive-guide-to-spotify-royalties-by-jeff-price-3.pdf


Why Spotify Doesn’t Change

It would be difficult to guarantee a 1 cent payout per stream given the complexity of

Spotify’s payout system.

But Spotify… could address this in a number of ways.

● Increase the size of the royalty pool by increasing the share of revenues sent

back to rights holders (music service Bandcamp pays back 80%-90%) or tapping

into other reserves of cash.

● Instead of negotiating royalty rates with every label, it could also pay back a flat

rate, as Apple does, aiding independent musicians such as Jana, who likely

receive lower rates than big labels.

● Another option would be switching to a user-centric payment system that would

compensate artists based on their proportion of streams of each individual who

streams them, rather than as a proportion of all streams in a monthly period.

Spotify has yet to turn steady profits and is still trying to expand to control the streaming

market. Sharing more revenues would limit its ability to invest, and a price hike would

send users to rivals Amazon and Apple.

Spotify might face greater pressure to change — both its payouts to rights holders and

the way it handles its controversial podcasts — if it directly dealt with more influential

artists.

Aside from independent acts who have less clout and a few major performers who own

their rights (even Neil Young doesn’t own his rights), Spotify does business with the

https://goodtimes.sc/cover-stories/bandcamp-streaming-pay-musicians/
https://artists.apple.com/support/1124-apple-music-insights-royalty-rate#:~:text=We%20pay%20the%20same%2052,will%20pay%20the%20same%20rate.
https://www.deezer.com/us/ucps
https://variety.com/2022/music/news/neil-young-spotify-takedown-request-warner-records-remove-1235165611/


giant record labels who have profited heavily from the company and still own shares in

it.

Podcasting

In Q2 2021, podcasting revenue was up 627% YoY, and podcasting is the main driver

for why Spotify’s Q4 2021 revenue share from ads reached a record 15%. Ek has said

that share could rise to 30%-40% in the next 5-10 years.

Spotify takes in every ad dollar for the podcast properties it owns, and podcasters using

Anchor and Megaphone can allow Spotify to assist in monetization and take up to 50%

https://techcrunch.com/2021/07/28/podcasts-focus-spotify-user-growth/
https://investors.spotify.com/financials/press-release-details/2022/Spotify-Technology-S.A.-Announces-Financial-Results-for-Fourth-Quarter-2021/default.aspx
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/business/business-news/spotify-subscribers-third-quarter-advertising-revenue-podcasts-1235036314/


of the ad revenue, according to Bryan Barletta, who curates the “Sounds Profitable”

podcasting adtech newsletter.

And there’s another built-in advantage for Spotify when it comes to podcasters: The

company doesn’t owe them royalties with every stream. Nor does it have to worry about

them voicing concerns over royalties, like musicians.

Controversy

Spotify's Joe Rogan Controversy Isn't Over Yet | Time

Recently, boycotts by artists and fans occured over the popular streaming service’s

loyalty to Joe Rogan’s controversial podcast, which spread medical misinformation

concerning COVID.

Spotify removed 70 of Rogan’s episodes, released its internal rules on removing audio

content, and added an advisory to any podcast that discusses the pandemic. The

company also invested $100 million in audio content from “historically marginalized

groups.”

But Spotify is not canceling Joe Rogan—and that could be a problem, crisis

management experts tell TIME. The wildly popular podcaster has been accused of

spreading false narratives about the coronavirus, and condemned for his past use of a

racial slur. By not cutting ties with Rogan, Spotify faces growing pressure to take a

stronger stance about the podcasts it hosts.

https://soundsprofitable.com/
https://time.com/6147548/spotify-joe-rogan-controversy-isnt-over/
https://time.com/6144634/artists-boycott-spotify-joe-rogan/


“It shows that they care more about profits than their reputation,” says Steven Fink, a

crisis consultant and author of Crisis Communications: The Definitive Guide to

Managing the Message. “That’s never a good position to be in.”

For Spotify, Rogan’s podcast is a cash cow: It reaches an estimated 11 million listeners

per episode, making it the streaming service’s most popular podcast–and its millennial

audience closely aligns with Spotify’s target customer.

Traffic to the cancellation page for Spotify Premium spiked 196% the week after a group

of nearly 300 scientists and doctors wrote a letter to Spotify asking it to step in to keep

medical misinformation off their platform. Neil Young later demanded that his music be

removed from the platform, followed by Joni Mitchell and a handful of other artists.

Spotify’s stance over Rogan has raised questions about the company’s responsibility to

police the content on its platform. Despite its exclusive deal with Rogan, the company

has tended to avoid labeling itself as a publisher since it doesn’t have advance approval

of his shows, and can only remove episodes if they run afoul of their content guidelines.

But this reasoning, experts say, is further evidence that the company cares more about

short-term profits than satisfying upset customers.

https://spotifyopenletter.wordpress.com/2022/01/10/an-open-letter-to-spotify/

